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Abstract-This paper deals with a shunt active filter which 
will be installed by an electric utility, putting much emphasis 
on the control strategy and the best point of installation of 
the shunt active filter on a feeder in a power distribution sys- 
tem. The objective of the shunt active filter is to damp har- 
monic propagation, which results from harmonic resonance 
between many capacitors for power factor improvement and 
line inductors in the feeder, rather than to minimize volt- 
age distortion throughout the feeder. Harmonic mitigation 
is a welcome “by-prod~ct’~ of the shunt active filter, which 
comes from damping of harmonic propagation. 
This paper concludes that the shunt active filter based on 
detection of voltage at the point of installation is superior in 
stability to others, and that the best site selection is not the 
beginning terminal but the end terminal of the primary line 
in the feeder. Computer simulation is performed to verify 
the validity and effectiveness of the shunt active filter by 
means of an analog circuit simulator, which is characterized 
by installing it on a feeder of a radial distribution system in 
a residential area. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A number of electronic-based appliances such as TV sets, 
personal computers, and adjustable speed heat pumps gen- 
erate a large amount of harmonic current in power systems 
even though a single low-power electronic-based appliance, 
in which a single-phase diode rectifier with a dc link ca- 
pacitor is used as a utility interface circuit, produces a 
negligible amount of harmonic current. Three-phase diode 
or thyristor rectifiers and cycloconverters for industry ap- 
plications also generate a large amount of harmonic cur- 
rent. Voltage distortion resulting from the harmonic cur- 
rents produced by power electronic equipment has become 
a serious problem to be solved in many countries. 
The guidelines for harmonic mitigation, announced on 
Sept. 30, 1994 in Japan, are currently applied on a vol- 
untary basis to keep harmonic levels in check and promote 
better practices in both power systems and equipment d e  
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sign. In general, individual low-power end-users and high- 
power consumers are responsible for limiting current distor- 
tion caused by power electronic equipment, while electric 
utilities are responsible for limiting voltage distortion at 
the point of common coupling in distribution systems. 
Shunt active filters, or active power line conditioners, 
have been researched since the basic principle was proposed 
in the beginning of the 1970’s [1]-[12]. Based on state-of- 
the-art power electronics technology, they have been put 
into practical applications, not only for harmonic compen- 
sation [4] [6], but also for flicker compensation [7] and voltr 
age regulation of impact drop at the end terminal of a 
power system feeding the Shinkansen, i.e., the Japanese 
“bullet” trains [ll] [la]. 
Many shunt active filters, consisting of PWM inverters 
using IGBTs or GTO thyristors, have been operating prop 
erly in Japan, the capacity or rating of which ranges from 
SOkVA to 48MVA. All of them have been installed by the in- 
dividual high-power consumers on their own premises near 
large capacity nonlinear loads. They have presented much 
more satisfactory filtering characteristics than conventional 
shunt passive filters and/or static var compensators consisti 
ing of thyristor-controlled reactors do. However, no shunt 
active filters for harmonic compensation in power systems 
have been installed by electric utilities. 
Grady, et al., presented a new procedure based on non- 
linear optimization theory for computing the compensating 
currents injected by a shunt active filter, aiming at mini- 
mizing voltage distortion throughout a distribution neb 
work [13]. It is, however, assumed that the shunt active 
filter is provided with measurements of voltage distortion 
throughout the network. It is also assumed that the neb 
work impedance matrix is known by means of either mea- 
surement or calculation. Their paper has spurred theoretr 
ical interest in shunt active filters installed on power dis- 
tribution systems by electric utilities, but the assumptions 
would make the procedure impractical. 
This paper deals with a shunt active filter which will be 
installed on a distribution feeder in a power system, not 
by an electric consumer but by an electric utility. The 
major objective of the shunt active filter is to damp har- 
monic propagation, rather than to minimize voltage dis- 
tortion throughout the feeder. Harmonic mitigation is a 
welcome by-product, which comes from damping of har- 
monic propagation. Stability analysis based on the phase 
0885-8977/97/$10.00 0 1996 IEEE 
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Fig. 1. Model for radial distribution system in residential area. 
margin of open-loop transfer functions is done with the fo- 
cus on the control strategy of the shunt active filter. This 
paper also proposes a basic concept of the best point of 
installation of the shunt active filter on a feeder of a vir- 
tual distribution system in a residential area. The validity 
and effectiveness of the control strategy and site selection 
is verified by theory and computer simulation. 
11. MODEL FOR POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
Fig.1 shows a model for a power distribution system in 
a residential area, which is used for analysis and computer 
simulation. The rated bus voltage is 6.6kV(lineto-line), 
and the rated frequency is 50Hz. The equivalent inductive 
reactance upstream of bus 2, including the leakage reac- 
tance of a primary distribution transformer of 15MVA, is 
to be estimated from the short circuit capacity of 11OMVA. 
The transformer supplies four distribution feeders consisb 
ing of feeders 1 N 4. For the sake of simplicity, only feeder 
2 is considered under the assumption that feeders 1, 3 and 
4 are disconnected from bus 2. Overhead distribution lines, 
which are classified into a primary line and branch lines in 
feeder 2, are assumed to be LR circuits because it is reason- 
able to neglect the effect of stray capacitors of the distribu- 
tion lines on the 5th and 7th harmonic voltage and current. 
The primary line is from bus 3 to bus 9 and the branch lines 
are from bus 9 to bus 11, from bus 9 to bus 20, and so on. 
Feeder 2 supplies electric power to eleven medium-voltage 
consumers of 200 - 240kW, which install shunt capacitors 
without any reactor, and to six low-voltage consumers of 50 
- 130kW, which have no shunt capacitor. The total capac- 
ity of the loads is 2.99MW, and that of the shunt capacitors 
for power factor improvement is 0.99MVAr. 
Fig.:! shows a Bode diagram of the transfer function of 
Vl(s)/V3(s) in feeder 2. For instance, the subscript of 1 in 
the transfer function means bus 1. It is assumed that bus 
1 is an infinite bus and the turn ratio of the primary distri- 
’ -40- ‘ 200 300 400 500 600700800(Hz) 
P 
2.99MW 
2 -180 OMW 
Fig. 2. Bode diagram of v3(S)/vJ.(S). 
bution transformer is 1:l. Fig.2 shows that harmonic prop 
agation occurs around the 7th harmonic frequency (350Hz) 
so that the 7th harmonic voltage is amplified between bus 
1 and bus 3 by four times at the rated load of 2.99MW and 
by eight times at no load. This results from resonance b e  
tween inductive reactances of the distribution lines, along 
with the equivalent inductive reactance upstream of bus 2, 
and capacitive reactances of the shunt capacitors on feeder 
2. 
111. CONTROL STRATEGY AND STABILITY 
It is essential to discuss how the stability of a shunt active 
filter is affected by the control strategy and the point of in- 
stallation on the primary line in feeder 2. Fig.3 shows a cir- 
cuit equivalent to current and voltage harmonics, in which 
the shunt active filter is installed on bus 3. A harmonic- 
producing load is assumed to be a current source ih and 
the shunt active filter to be an ideal current source capa- 
ble of injecting a compensating current i A F .  There are 
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Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit to  current and voltage harmonics. 
three types of harmonic detection methods which play an 
important role in the control strategy of the shunt active 
filter. 
Load current detection: This method detects the load 
current i ~ ,  which flows downstream of the point of 
installation, and then extracts harmonic current i L h  
from i ~ .  
0 Supply current detection: This method detects the 
supply current is, which escapes upstream of the point 
of installation, and then extracts harmonic current ish 
from is .  
0 Voltage detection: This method detects the bus voltr 
age at the point of installation, U and then extracts 
harmonic voltage 'uh from U .  
A .  Control Strategy 
Taking into account the polarity of voltage and current in 
Fig.3, Kawahira, et al., presented the compensating current 
of ~ A F  in time domain as follows [4]: 
Load current detection: ~ A F  = i L h  
Supply current detection: ~ A F  = Ks . ish 
Voltage detection: ~ A F  = KV * vh. 
Here, Ks has no dimension while KV has the dimension 
of (l/Q). The shunt active filter itself, in each method, acts 
as the current source of ~ A F ,  as shown in Fig.3. As for the 
voltage detection method, it behaves as a pure resistor of 
l/Kv(R) in the relationship between the bus voltage and 
the compensating current at the point of installation. In a 
real shunt active filter, it is impossible to neglect the d e  
lay time caused by the calculation to extract the harmonic 
current or voltage from the detected current or voltage in 
time domain. Assuming that the effect of the delay time is 
represented by a first-order lag system, the compensating 
current of the shunt active filter in each detection method 
is given as follows: 
Load current detection: IAF(S)  = Ff 1 . I L ~ ( s )  
I t s  
Supply current detection: I A F ( S )  = l+s~ Ks * I s h ( S )  
Volt age d.et ection : I A F ( S )  = & ' vh(s). 
The following relation exists in the shunt active filter 
(a) Load current detection 
1 1 1  
I l + s T  
(b) Supply current detection 
K v G v ( s )  
I 1 L  
I l+sT I 1 
(c) Voltage detection 
Fig. 4. Block diagram of control system 
based on the voltage detection: 
Eq.1 means that it acts as an inductive load of an RL series 
circuit when the delay time is taken into account. The 
circuit constants are: 
RAF = 1/Kv (a) LAF = T/Kv (H). (2) 
B. Open-Loop ll-ansfer Function and Stability 
The stability analysis of the shunt active filter installed 
on bus 3 results in the positive feedback system shown in 
Fig.$. To describe the feedback system, attention is paid 
to the polarity of voltage and current in Fig.3 and all of 
the harmonic current sources are removed from Fig.3. The 
open-loop transfer function of the shunt active filter in each 
detection method is given as follows: 
ILh S Load current detection: GL(s)  = 
Supply current detection: Gs(s) = 
Voltage detection: 
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Fig. 5. Bode diagram of transfer function. 
Fig.5 shows Bode diagrams of the transfer functions of 
GL(s), KsGs(s), and KvGv(s),  where KS = 20 and 
Kv = 2. Instability occurs because the phase is equal 
to 0" and the amplitude is over 0 dB. Note that the phase 
characteristic of KsGs(s) in Fig.5 is independent of Ks  
and that of KvGv(s) is also independent of Kv. 
Fig.5(a) reveals that the load detection method has only 
the phase margin of 6" - 7", thus resulting in instabil- 
ity in an actual system which is subjected to the delay 
time. In the supply current method shown in Fig.S(b), 
the phase margin is 37" at the rated load of 2.99MW but 
it decreases to 22" at no load, thus causing instability in 
the actual system. To verify the stability analysis based 
on Fig.5, computer simulation was performed by applying 
the "transient analysis", which is one of the functions in an 
analog circuit simulator (MicreCap IV). As a result, no in- 
stability occurs in either the load current detection method 
or the supply current method in the case of neglecting the 
delay time. The simulated results agree well with those of 
TABLE I 
RELATIONSHIPS N EACH DETECTION METHOD BETWEEN POINT OF 
INSTALLATION AND PHASE MARGIN. 
I I I I 
the theoretical. However, the computer simulation reveals 
that both methods become unstable when the delay time of 
T = 0.16ms (cutoff frequency=lkHz) is taken into account. 
Instability or sustained oscillation appears in a frequency 
range from 400Hz to 450Hz. 
On the other hand, Fig.S(c) suggests that the shunt ac- 
tive filter based on the voltage detection is a stable system 
because the phase margin is over 90". In fact, the com- 
puter simulation shows that the shunt active filter is quite 
stable even if it has the delay time of T = 0.16ms. 
C. Relationship between Point of Installation and Phase 
Margin 
Table 1 shows how the phase margin in each detection 
method is affected by the point of installation, for instance, 
on bus 3, bus 6 or bus 9. Here, bus 3 is at the beginning 
terminal of the primary line in feeder 2, bus 6 is at the 
midpoint, and bus 9 is at the end terminal. The shunt ac- 
tive filter installed on bus 6 has a negative phase margin 
in the load current detection. This means that it is unsta- 
ble even if no delay time is taken into account. However, 
installation on bus 9 makes the shunt active filter based 
on the load current detection stable at the rated load of 
2.99MW, because the amplitude characteristic of GL(s) is 
under OdB against all frequencies. In general, a shunt ac- 
tive filter based on either the load current or supply current 
detection operates properly and stably, if neither shunt ca- 
pacitor nor shunt passive filter is connected to a network 
downstream of the point at which the shunt active filter is 
installed. Thus, these two methods have already been ap- 
plied to shunt active filters installed in the vicinity of one 
or more harmonic-producing loads. 
The voltage detection method has a phase margin over 
90" regardless of location. From the viewpoint of stabil- 
ity, it is the m a t  suitable for shunt active filters which 
axe intended to be dispersed throughout power distribu- 
tion systems or industrial power systems. 
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TABLE I1 
7TH HARMONIC IMPEDANCES SEEN FROM EACH HARMONIC SOURCE. 
I connectionof 11 impedance (a) 
IV. EFFECT ON DAMPING OF HARMONIC PROPAGATION 
This chapter reveals the best site selection of a single 
shunt active filter based on the voltage detection with the 
delay time of T = 0.16ms, and the effect on damping of 
harmonic propagation. 
A .  Simulation Conditions 
bution system shown in Fig.]. 
The following assumptions are made in the power distri- 
o All of the capacitors for power factor improvement re- 
main connected to feeder 2, but all of the loads remain 
disconnected, so that the most severe harmonic prop 
agation occurs. 
e Feeders 1, 3 and 4 are disconnected from bus 2. 
e Although the 5th harmonic voltage and current are 
the most dominant harmonic components in power 
distribution systems, only the 7th harmonic voltage 
and current are taken into consideration in feeder 2, 
because harmonic propagation occurs around the 7th 
harmonic frequency, as shown in Fig.2. 
Table 2 shows the 7th harmonic impedance upstream and 
downstream of each bus on the primary line. 
As for a background harmonic voltage in the power sys- 
tem, it is assumed that a 7th harmonic voltage source of 
184V(=4.8%) exists on bus 1. This means that a 7th har- 
monic current source of 52.4A is connected to bus 3, as 
shown in Fig.6. The following relationship exists between 
Vj and Ih: 
Vh = (Rs + j7uLs) Ih. (3) 
A single 7th harmonic current source of 52.4A is connected 
to bus 6 to represent seventeen unidentified harmonic- 
producing loads on feeder 2 for the sake of simplicity. On 
the other hand, the shunt active filter may be installed on 
bus 3, bus 6, or bus 9. Computer simulation is performed 
to verify the effect of the shunt active filter on the damp 
ing of harmonic propagation. The 7th harmonic voltage 
source on b w  1 and the 7th harmonic current source on 
bus 6 are independent of each other, because the principle 
of superposition is applicable to Fig.1. 
B. Damping of Harmonic Propagation Caused by the 7th 
Table 3 shows the 7th harmonic currents flowing in the 
primary line, compensating current injected by the shunt 
active filter IAF,  and the 7th harmonic voltages appearing 
Harmonic Voltage Source on Bus 1 
I 
(a) Harmonic voltage source at bus 1 
Bu 
(b) Harmonic current source at bus 3 
Fig. 6. Equivalent conversion between harmonic voltage source and 
harmonic cuurent source. 
on buses 3, 6 and 9. For example, 12-3 means the 7th 
harmonic current flowing between buses 2 and 3, and v3 
means the 7th harmonic voltage appearing on bus 3. Note 
that the 7th harmonic current source is disconnected from 
bus 6. 
Serious propagation of harmonic voltage and current 
occurs when no shunt active filter is connected, that is, 
Kv = 0. The reason is clarified in the following: The 
7th harmonic impedance upstream of bus 3 is an inductive 
RL series circuit of 0.13 + j3.52, while the 7th harmonic 
impedance downstream of bus 3 is a capacitive RC series 
circuit of 0.32-j3.57. These form a series resonant circuit, 
in which the resonant frequency is near the 7th harmonic 
frequency. Thus, a large amount of 7th harmonic current 
is drawn from bus 1, so that the 7th harmonic voltage at 
bus 3 is amplified by eight times as large as that at bus 1. 
When the shunt active filter with a gain of Kv 3 1 is 
installed, it is capable of damping harmonic propagation 
throughout feeder 2, irrespective of the installation point. 
The 7th harmonic voltage at the point of installation be- 
comes the lowest value, as shown in Table 3. Installation of 
the shunt active filter on bus 3 results in the best mitigation 
of harmonics, but in the largest amount of compensating 
current. Therefore, the best site selection is bus 9 from 
the economical down-teearth point of view that the shunt 
active filter injects a minimum compensating current. 
C. Damping of Harmonic Propagation Caused by the 7th 
Table 4 shows the effect of the shunt active filter when 
the 7th harmonic current source is on bus 6. Here, the 
7th harmonic voltage source is removed from bus 1, that 
Harmonic Current Source on Bus 6 
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(V) K v 3  = 0 Kv3 = 0.1 Kv3 0.2 K v 3  = 0.5 Kv3 = 1.0 K v 3  = 1.5 K v 3  = 2.0 
V3 1455 (7.93) 404 (2.20) 234 (1.28) 103 (0.56) 54 (0.29) 36.1 (0.20) 27.2 (0.15) 
VQ 3090 (16.8) 860 (4.69) 498 (2.72) 220 (1.20) 114 (0.62) 76.9 (0.42) 58.0 (0.32) 
T q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
TABLE I11 
EFFECT ON DAMPING OF HARMONIC PROPAGATION, WHERE 7TH HARMONIC VOLTAGE SOURCE OF 184V IS ON BUS 1. 
(v) K v ~  = 0 Kv6 = 0.1 K v ~  = 0.2 K v ~  = 0.5 Kv6 = 1.0 Kv6  = 1.5 K y g  = 2.0 
. V3 1455 (7.93) 210 (1.15) 148 (0.81) 113 (0.28) 103 (0.56) 99.7 (0.54) 98.4 (0.53) 
V6 2600 (14.2) 276 (1.50) 145 (0.79) 60 (0.33) 30 (0.17) 20.3 (0.11) 15.3 (0.08) -rw-- 71 (0.39) Tv18.1 (0.10) ~ ~ 
(a) Installation of shunt active filter on bus 3 
(V) Kvg = 0 KVQ = 0.1 KVQ = 0.2 Kvg = 0.5 KVQ = 1.0 KVQ = 1.5 KVQ = 2.0 
‘V3 1455 (7.93) 209 (1.14) 170 (0.93) 149 (0.81) 143 (0.78) 141 (0.77) 140 (0.76) 
V6 2600 (14.2) 242 (1.32) 154 (0.84) 104 (0.57) 90 (0.49) 86 (0.47) 84 (0.46) 
T 3 ” j - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
(b) Installation of shunt active filter on bus 6 
(c) Installation of shunt active filter on bus 9 
Note that the value in ( ) is amplification factor, which is the ratio of each 7th harmonic current t o  52.4A, 
or that of each 7th harmonic voltage to  184V. 
is, no background harmonic voltage appears on the infinite 
bus. The 7th harmonic current source of 52.4A on bus 6 
produces both the 7th harmonic current flowing upstream 
of bus 6, 15-6, and the 7th harmonic current flowing down- 
stream of bus 6,  I6-7. 
When no shunt active filter is connected to feeder 2, 
15-6 and 16-7 are severely propagated because the 7th 
harmonic impedance upstream of bus 6 is an inductive 
Rz, series circuit of 0.76 + j8.81, while the 7th harmonic 
impedance downstream of bus 6 is a capacitive RC circuit 
of 0.15 - j10.2. These form a parallel resonant circuit, in 
which the resonant frequency is near the 7th harmonic f r e  
quency. The 7th harmonic current flowing upstream of bus 
6 continues to increase gradually as it approaches the b e  
ginning terminal of feeder 2 or bus 3, because eleven shunt 
capacitors installed by the individual medium-voltage con- 
sumers remain connected to feeder 2. As a result, the 7th 
harmonic current escaping upstream of bus 3, I Z - ~ ,  reaches 
737A: This is about fourteen times as large as the 7th har- 
monic current source of 52.4A on bus 6. The 7th harmonic 
current flowing downstream of bus 6 continues to decrease 
gradually as it approaches the end terminal of feeder 2 or 
bus 9, whereas the 7th harmonic voltage becomes the high- 
est value at bus 9 due to the so-called “Feranti effect.” 
The shunt active filter installed on bus 3 can mitigate 
the 7th harmonic current escaping upstream of bus 3, 12-3, 
3 60 
(V) K v 3  = 0 K v 3  = 0.1 K v 3  = 0.2 Kv3 = 0.5 K v 3  = 1.0 
V3 2600 (14.2) 723 (3.94) 419 (2.28) 185 (1.01) 96 (0.52) 
v6 4710 (25.7) 1411 (7.69) 892 (4.86) 518 (2.82) 397 (2.16) 
Vg 5600 (30.5) 1678 (9.15) 1060 (5.78) 816 (4.45) 471 (2.57) 
TABLE IV 
EFFECT ON DAMPING OF HARMONIC PROPAGATION, WHERE 7TH HARMONIC CURRENT SOURCE OF 52.4V IS ON BUS 6. 
K v 3  = 1.5 K v 3  = 2.0 
65 (0.35) 49 (0.27) 
361 (1.97) 344 (1.88) 
429 (2.34) 409 (2.23) 
(a) Installation of shunt active filter on bus 3 
(v) Kyg = 0 KV6 = 0.1 KV6 = 0.2 KV6 = 0.5 Kv6 = 1.0 KV6 = 1.5 KV6 = 2.0 . 
V3 2600 (30.5) 276 (1.50) 145 (0.79) 60 (0.33) 30.4 (0.17) 20.3 (0.11) 15.3 (0.08) 
Ve 4710 (25.7) 499 (2.72) 263 (1.43) 109 (0.59) 54.9 (0.30) 36.7 (0.20) 27.6 (0.15) 
~~~~~~ 43.7 (0.24) 32.8 (0.18) 
_ _ I _ _ ~  
(V) Kvg = 0 Kvg = 0.1 Kvg = 0.2 KVQ 0.5 Kvg = 1.0 KVQ = 1.5 Kvg = 2.0 
V3 2600 (14.2) 242 (1.32) 154 (0.84) 104 (0.57) 90 (0.49) 86 (0.47) 84 (0.46) 
v6 4710 (25.7) 438 (2.39) 278 (1.52) 188 (1.03) 163 (0.89) 155 (0.85) 152 (0.83) 
Vg 5600 (30.5) 432 (2.36) 224 (1.22) 92 (0.50) 46 (0.25) 31 (0.17) 23 (0.13) , 
(b) Installation of shunt active filter on bus 6 
I 47.1 (0.90) I 49.6 (0.95) I 51.2 (0.98) I 51.8 (0.99) I 52.0 (0.99) I 52.1 (0.99) 1 
(c) Installation of shunt active filter on bus 9 
Note that the value in ( ) is amplification factor, which is the ratio of each 7th harmonic current to  52.4A, 
or that of each 7th harmonic volatge to  184V. 
whereas the 7th harmonic currents flowing between bus 3 
and bus 6, that is, 13-4 and 15-6 in Table 4(c) are larger 
than 52.4A. This means that the shunt active filter has no 
capability of damping harmonic propagation throughout 
feeder 2. The required rating of the shunt active filter with 
a gain of K v ~  = 2 is 1.76 times as large as the rating of 
the harmonic current source at bus 6. 
The shunt active filter installed on bus 6 can absorb the 
7th harmonic current effectively because it is installed in 
the vicinity of the harmonic-producing load. The 7th har- 
monic currents flowing upstream and downstream of bus 6, 
15--6 and Is-7 are reduced to only 6 N 4% if KVS = 2. The 
7th harmonic voltage at bus 6 is 28V (a Ih/Kv3 = 52.4/2). 
Table 4(b) shows that the shunt active filter can greatly 
mitigate both the 7th harmonic voltages and currents 
throughout feeder 2. The required rating of the shunt ac- 
tive filter is equal to the rating of the harmonic current 
source. 
Table 4(c) reveals that the shunt active filter installed 
on bus 9 can damp the propagation of harmonic current 
if KVQ 2 0.2, and it can also damp the propagation of 
both harmonic current and voltage throughout feeder 2 if 
KVQ 2 0.5. The 7th harmonic currents flowing upstream 
and downstream of bus 6 continue to increase as they a p  
proach the beginning and end terminals of feeder 2. How- 
ever, both the ratio of 12-3 and that of I8-9 to 52.4A are 
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TABLE V 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN POINT OF INSTALLATION OF SHUNT ACTIVE 
FILTER WITH K v  = 2 AND 7TH HARMONIC IMPEDANCES SEEN FROM 
BUS 6. 
less than unity. The 7th harmonic voltage is the highest at 
bus 6, while it is the lowest at bus 9. The required rating of 
the shunt active filter is the smallest among the three, i.e., 
about 80% of the rating of the harmonic current source. 
V. BEST SITE SELECTION AND OPTIMAL GAIN OF KV 
A .  Best Site Selection 
It is well-known that the installation of a shunt active fil- 
ter in the vicinity of an identified harmonic-producing load 
is the best way of harmonic mitigation or compensation. 
However, it may be impossible for an electric power com- 
pany to identify all of harmonic-producing loads on power 
distribution systems. Even if it is possible, it would be ece  
noinically impractical to install a shunt active filter in the 
vicinity of each harmonic-producing load. 
Installation of the shunt active filter on bus 9, or the end 
terminal of the primary line is the most effective and prac- 
tical way to damp harmonic propagation throughout feeder 
2. Table 5 shows the effect of the shunt active filter with a 
gain of Kv = 2 on system impedances upstream and down- 
stream of bus 6. Fig.7 shows the principles of generation 
and damping of harmonic propagation, paying attention to 
the system impedances. Installation of the shunt active fil- 
ter on bus 9 makes both the system impedances upstream 
and downstream of bus 6 inductive, so that the following 
relationship exists: 
15-6 + 16-7 = 56.8 52.44. (4) 
Eq.4 indicates that no harmonic propagation occurs at bus 
6. However, installation of the shunt active filter on bus 3 
has no effect on the system impedance downstream of bus 
6. In other words, the system impedance downstream of 
bus 6 remains capacitive. This results in amplification of 
the 7th harmonic currents flowing between bus 3 and bus 
6, as shown in 13-4 and 15-6 in Table 4(a). 
Installation of the shunt active filter on bus 9 is also 
effective in damping the harmonic propagation caused by 
a background voltage on bus 1, because the installation 
makes the system impedance downstream of bus 3 induc- 
tive. In addition, the required rating of the shunt active 
filter installed on bus 9 is the smallest among the three, as 
shown in Table 3. 
B. Optimal gain of KVS 
Since the load capacity of feeder 2 is 6.6kV, 2.99W, the 
resistance at the rated load is 14.6s2. Installation of the 
Upstream Downstream 
(a) Equivalent model 
(b) Kvg=O: Generation of harmonic propagation 
&6(= 17.1A) 16-7(= 39.7A) 
Bus6 -+ 
- j69 
j8.81 
(c) Kvg=2: Damping of harmonic propagation 
Fig. 7. Damping of harmonic propagation by installing shunt active 
filter on bus 9, where 7th harmonic current source be on bus 6. 
shunt active filter on bus 9 is equivalent to connection of 
the RL series circuit with respect to the 7th harmonic fre- 
quency, the circuit constants of which are given by (2). 
The equivalent resistance of the shunt active filter, RAF is 
2 N 0.5 (O), when Kvo is set between 0.5 and 2 (l/O). 
Therefore, the shunt active filter acts as a damping resis- 
tor, the resistance of which is much smaller than 14.6fl. 
The above discussion, along with Tables 3 and 4, leads to 
the conclusion that an optimal gain of the shunt active fil- 
ter installed on bus 9, Kvg is between 0.5 and 2(1/Q) in 
order to carry out the damping of harmonic-propagation 
throughout feeder 2. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has discussed the control strategy and site 
selection of a shunt active filter which is intended to be 
installed on a feeder in a power distribution system. The 
effectiveness and validity of the basic concept proposed in 
this paper have been verified by theory and computer sim- 
ulation. The basic concept is summarized as follows: 
Voltage detection in time domain is the most suitable 
in stability for the shunt active filter installed in power 
distribution systems. 
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The author believes that the basic concept makes a great 
contribution to the damping of harmonic propagation and 
to the improvement of power quality throughout power dis- 
tribution systems. 
The shunt active filter based on the voltage detec- 
tion, which is installed in the vicinity of a harmonic- 
producing load, is effective in the mitigation of har- 
monic voltage at the point of installation. 
The shunt active filter based on the voltage detec- 
tion, which aims at damping harmonic propagation 
throughout a feeder, should be installed at the end 
terminal of the primary line in the feeder. In other 
words, the best point of installation is bus 9 in Fig.1. 
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tive filters in [3] [4] cited by the discussers would not be 
more sophisticated than that used in this paper. The sim- 
plified models for the distribution system and the shunt 
active filter are effective in clarifying the physical meaning 
of harmonic propagation and harmonic damping, as shown 
in Fig.7. Generally speaking, a detaded model for real d i s  
tibution systems is too complicated as the first step for 
such a basic research as performed in this paper. But, the 
closure author is not satisfied by using the simplified mod- 
els but is due to expand the basic concepts of the control 
strategy and the best site selection proposed in this paper 
to a more realistic system model. 
I would like to say that such a significant conclusion that 
a single shunt active filter based on the voltage detection 
should be installed at the end terminal of the primary line 
in a feeder, is only valid in a shunt active filter intended for 
damping of harmonic propagation throughout the feeder. 
As is well-known, installation of a shunt active filter in 
the vicinity of an identiiied harmonic-producing load is the 
best way of harmonic compensation. as shown in [3] [4] 
listed in the discussion. However, it may be impossible 
for utilities to identifiy all harmonic-producing loads on 
power distribution systems. Even if it is possible, it would 
be economically impractical to install a shunt active filter 
based on either load detection or supply detection in the 
vicinity of each harmonic-producing load. 
In the near futur, utilities will dispersively install multi- 
ple shunt active filters on multiple feeders in a power dis- 
tribution system which is subjected to harmonic pollution 
caused by harmonic propagation and a number of uniden- 
tifed harmonic-producing loads. I think that the proposed 
concepts are valid even in this case as long as utilities install 
the shunt active filters, not for harmonic compensation, 
but for harmonic damping. However, no one verifies the 
validity of the concepts from either theoretical or practical 
point of view. I hope that many researchers and engineers 
involved in power electronics and power engineering talie 
an intereset in utility level issues concerning harmonics in 
power systems. 
Finally, the closure author would like to thank the dis- 
cussers again. 
Discussion 
Z. Yao, V. Rajagopalan (CPEE, DCpartement de gCnie 
Clectrique, UniversitC du QuCbec B Trois-Rivihres, Trois- 
RiviGres, Qc., G9A 5H7/Canada), and S. Lahaie 
(LTEE-Hydro Qutbec, Shawinigan, Qc., G9N 7N5, 
Canada): 
In th s  paper, the author proposes an interesting concept 
propagation m power systems 
However, the basic models whch the author uses for theoretical analysis and simulations 
are too simpllfted in comparison with real systems First of all, the impedances viewed 
from nonlinear loads cannot be calculated simply by their short-circuit level [l-21 
Secondly, the model of a shunt active filter [3-41 would be more sophsticated than that 
used in t h s  paper 
Since the damping of harmomc propagation and best site selection depend principally on 
these two models (harmomc impedances and shunt active filter), we would like to know if 
the conclusions of t h s  paper are always valid in the case where a more realistic system 
model is used, e g ,  in the case when the filter must be installed at the end of the 
distnbution system (see the thrd point of the section VI CONCLUSIONS) Further, if 
several shunt active filters are installed in the other feeders for the same purpose, we 
wonder how to e x m n e  damping of harmomc and select hest site of installation In other 
words, is the proposed method always valid in t h s  case 7 
[I] E W ambark, Direct Current Transmssion, Wiley Interscience, 1971 
[2] J Amllaga, D A Bradley and P S Bodger, Power Svstem Hmomcs,  John Wiley & 
Sons, 1985 
[3] H Akagi, A Nabae and S Atoh, “Control Strategy of Active Power Filters Using 
Voltage-Source PWM Converters”, IEEE Trans on Industry Applications, Vol 22, 
No 3, 1986, pp 460-465 
[4] Z Yao, S L b e  and V Rajagopalan, “Robust Compensator of Harmomcs and 
Reactive Power”, IEEE Power Electromcs Specialist Conference PESC’95, June 18- 
22, 1995, Atlanta, USA, pp 215-221 
damping of harmonic 
Manuscript received February 8, 1996. 
H. Akagi: 
First of all, I deeply thank the discussers for taking a 
great interest in the paper. I am also glad to have the 
opportunity of responding to the siginficant discussions. 
I quite agree with the discussers about the distribution 
system model used for analysis and simulation, and about 
the impedances viewed from nonlinear loads. As for a shunt 
active filter, an ideal model is used except for considering 
a controller delay time of T = 0.1611~ which produces little 
effect on operation. Thus, the model for the shunt ac- Manuscript received April 8, 1996. 
